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Funny things you can ask bixby

I just found some fun things that you can have bixby do for you. I'm sure most of us already knew that you can order bixby to tell a story or to tell a joke, which is a bit cool. I found 2 other things that I find much more entertaining. I found them while trying to get Bixby to sing me a song lol
You can also tell bixby Rap for me and bixby will drop some crazy rhymes on you. Or you can say Beat Box and bixby will start the heartbeat falling on you. Does anyone find anything funnier than Bixby does? sorry if this has already been sent somehwere, i haven't seen anything about it
yet from here. iSilas, JPR45, Gray Area and 3 others like this. 12-11-2017 10:52 PM As 6 12-11-2017 11:23 PM As 1 Chuckles! Sounds like you're having fun.... :-) it's great fun to see the different random things you can get bixby to do, definitely enjoying the Note 8 experience 12-11-2017
11:31 PM As 0 12-11-2017 11:32 PM As 2 Bixby can read his latest text. i had discovered that the same night too, it can come pretty handy. I wish there was a way to make bixby unlock curse/cuss/offensive words though. i haven't been able to find that yet lol 12-11-2017 11:40 PM As 0 It
should be feasible, google and some keyboards recognize and can block swear words... Perhaps you can teach Bixby - - &gt; hey Bixby - block the following words, etc? 12-12-2017 12:07 AM As 0 It should be feasible, Google and some keyboards recognize and can block swear words...
Perhaps you can teach Bixby - - &gt; hey Bixby - block the following words, etc? i meant unlocking those words, and editing this lol. i already did it for google, just cant find a way to do it in bixby yet, bixby doesn't recognize them by default and wants to do it so it does. wrong just have to
continue my efforts in trying to find a way to do it. 12-12-2017 01:47 AM As 0 wanted to unlock these words, I edited it lol. i already did for google, just cant find a way to do it in bixby yet, bixby doesn't recognize them by default and wants to do it. wrong I just have to continue my efforts in
trying to find a way to do it. Oh, I see.... You want to curse Bixby huh? Lol  12-12-2017 02:08 AM As 1 Yes I would very much like to enjoy this lol, and imagine if I can curse my Google assistant I should be able to give bixby for the same treatment to make it fair. lol 12-12-2017 02:40 AM
As 1 Yes I would very much like to enjoy this lol, and imagine if I can curse my Google assistant I should be able to give bixby for the same treatment to make it fair. lol Lmao I'll be honest that I've called Bixby the other b-word before and, of course, she ignored me  driven veteran likes
this. 12-12-2017 03:05 AM As 1 and have seen fast orders but haven't played with them yet, it seems very handy though. I played with custom orders tonight, I think that's what was called anyway. where you can write what it means and then write what you want bixby say in return and had
a lot of fun with it. I'll use it when my boys say it's not bedtime, I can ask Bixby if it's her bedtime and now she'll say yes it's her bedtime. i thought it was really cool and tried it to see if it would work properly and did! kevinpleasants, Gayle Lynn and shaimere like this. 12-12-2017 06:36 AM As
3 12-12-2017 07:30 AM As 1 I have seen the quick commands, but have not yet played with them, it seems very useful though. I played with custom orders tonight, I think that's what was called anyway. where you can write what it means and then write what you want bixby say in return and
had a lot of fun with it. I'll use it when my boys say it's not bedtime, I can ask Bixby if it's her bedtime and now she'll say yes it's her bedtime. i thought it was really cool and tried it to see if it would work properly and did! is called custom chat, not commands, and I looked at it again today to
proper name for it. 12-13-2017 12:31 As 0 Oh I see.... flights curse in Bixby Bixby Lol  roommate has an Apple. She was trying to do something and Siri was not cooperative. She said Siri you suck, and Siri said it's not nice I almost pissed off laughing    Jewels81 and boosted
veteran like this. 12-13-2017 03:32 PM As 2 and have seen fast orders but haven't played with them yet, it seems very handy though. I played with custom orders tonight, I think that's what was called anyway. where you can write what it means and then write what you want bixby say in
return and had a lot of fun with it. I'll use it when my boys say it's not bedtime, I can ask Bixby if it's her bedtime and now she'll say yes it's her bedtime. i thought it was really cool and tried it to see if it would work properly and did! I set Bixby to remind me where I left off. I may ask her if she
has seen mine (fill the void), and she will tell me where I left off. Driven veteran likes this. 12-13-2017 03:35 PM As my roommate has an Apple. She was trying to do something and Siri was not cooperative. She said Siri you suck, and Siri said it's not nice I almost pissed laughing   �
� at Lmao which is funny 12-13-2017 08:27 PM As 0 I like Bixby because it helps me locate my volume buttons in the dark. 12-16-2017 09:41 PM As Apple's digital assistant 0 is not just one of the most popular and robust in the industry. Siri has some jokes to tell and all you need is the
right question or command to catch some laughs. Not sure what to say? Here's a list of fun things to ask for kicks and giggles at Siri. Say what you're going to do about Apple, but there's no denying that he did a good job with Siri. He remains one of the most popular digital assistants, and is
also one of the most... Editor's note: This obviously doesn't include all the fun stuff to ask Siri. This would be a very long list. Instead, we have chosen those we believe to be the most hilarious. What is Siri? Let's start with some basic information for those who might be new to Siri or the
Apple ecosystem. Siri is an AI (artificial intelligence) digital assistant that can help with a variety of tasks. These include getting general information, sending messages, making calls, taking notes, music, sailing and much more. Siri can be used through text or voice commands. It is installed
on Apple platforms such as iOS, MacOS, iPadOS, tvOS, watchOS and HomePod.AI have become a big part of the and PC experience over the last couple of years, and the increasing competition in this space has led to a lot of improvements through... Hello, Siri. Are you listening? Digital
assistants are commonly activated with trigger words, and Siri is no exception. If you want Siri to start listening, just say the words Hey, Siri. Then simply say your Siri command out loud. There are other methods to get Siri's attention. iPhone users can press and hold the home button.
Newer iPhones don't have home buttons, so Siri activation can be done by pressing and holding down the side button. You can double-tap AirPods to activate Siri. In Apple Watches you can press and maintain the digital crown. The process is a little different with each device. Hey, Siri
always works, but!2019 has just begun, so why not start with everyone's favorite debate: Android vs. iOS. Obviously, we love Google's mobile operating system (duh), and we drive our home point listing tasks simply... Fun things to ask SiriNow that you know what Siri is and have figured
out how to turn it on, let's jump right into the fun. Siri's funny useful commands: References to movies, music, culture and the arts: What's your favorite movie? Blue pill or red pill? Is Jon Snow dead? Is winter coming? What's your favorite animal? I see a little silhouetto from a man! I'm your
father! Mirror, mirror, on the wall, who is the fairest of them all? Where's Elvis Presley? Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious.What is the start? Are you her? Funny requests and traditional jokes:Tell me a joke. Tell me a story. Sing me a song. Tap the hit. What does the fox say? Why did the
chicken cross the road? How much wood would a wood-sucker have if a woodcutter could hook wood? What came first, the chicken or the egg? What is the meaning of life? Beatbox for me. What is zero divided by zero. Do you believe in God? Can you make me a sandwich? You think
you're smarter than me? Is it true that whoever melted it tried? Technological and industry jokes:What is the best operating system? What do you think of the Google Assistant? What's the best phone? What's the best watch? Okay, Glass.how much does it cost? How much do you earn?
Are you a robot? What does Siri mean? What's your best pickup line? Testing 1, 2, 3.What do you do when you don't talk to me? Become personal:How old are you? What are you wearing? Are you going to go on a date with me? Talk dirty to me. Will you marry me? Do you have a
boyfriend? I love you. How do I look? Do I look fat at this? Are there other fun things to ask Siri you know? Hit the reviews and share! Share!
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